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1 – From Iosif’s 16th c. Grave Icon

September  9, 2015, marked the 500th anniversary of the passing of 
one of the most commanding and remarkable fi gures in Russian 
history, Iosif Volotskii. It was in his honor that our Association for 
the Study of Eastern Christian History and Culture held its biennial 
conference in March 2013, where the fi rst drafts of this volume’s 
essays were presented. Steeped in traditions and sacred writings, 
Iosif would probably have approved of the subject matt er of our 
fi rst section that looks at early Eastern Church history. And as a 
passionate and engaged activist, he likely would have been curious 
about our middle section devoted to him and how some of his in-
terests played out in early modern Russia in places where religion 
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remained paramount, though our unavoidable secular approach 
would have left him cold. How he or any other zealous late medi-
eval abbot, teacher, and father confessor would have related to the 
issues of our third section on our modern, technologically explo-
sive era is impossible to fathom, except, probably to remind us, as 
he did his monks, of such timeless wisdom as “it is a great calamity 
where laws and canons do not dwell.”1 So who is the man whom 
we are honoring with this volume? 

Iosif was a monastery founder, the initiator of his era’s greatest 
‘start-up,’ who not only left his mark on almost every important 
aspect of the church life of his day, but even influenced the power-
ful Muscovite monarchy’s ‘scenarios of power.’ His monumental 
Book Against the Heretics (known later as Prosvetitelʹ {Enlightener}) 
evinced a unique combination of rhetoric, logic, apologetics, dog-
matics, homiletics, invective polemic, sacred history, and strictures 
for rulers and ruled. This work elucidated, fortified, and protected 
Muscovy’s brand of Orthodoxy and helped to educate Russian 
churchmen and form their mentalities well into the seventeenth 
century.2 His testamentary monastic Rule articulated Muscovite 
cenobitic principles, foregrounding communal prayer, meals, and 
labor, as well as the positions of the superior, council elders, and 
specific officers,3 while his related synodicon likewise furthered the 
rationalization and standardization of the lucrative and mission-
supporting commemoration practices of Russia’s abbeys.4 And his 
well-administered monastery itself, with its networks of personnel 
connected also to his abbey of tonsure, Pafnutiev-Borovskii, nur-
tured and matriculated a cohort of writers and prelates, including 
two major collective-project organizers, Metropolitans Daniil (r. 
1522-1539, earlier hegumen of Iosifov, 1515-1522) and Makarii (r. 
1542-1563, earlier Archbishop of Novgorod, 1526-1542, and also, 
perhaps, Iosif’s great-great nephew).5 This cohort collectively dom-
inated the Muscovite Church and culture into the 1560s, their disci-
ples’ and followers’ continuing to be of capital importance through 
the Time of Troubles of the early seventeenth century.6

What can we say with certainty about Iosif himself in the light 
of scanty reliable sources? Dating his birth to 12 November 1439 
or 1440,7 we can pretty well trust the reports of the (maybe 1518) 
“Little Annal (letopischik) of Iosif” and other such straightforward 
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evidence to sketch a biography. He was a monk from February 1460 
in Pafnutiev (Rozhdestvo Bogoroditsy) Monastery in Borovsk, then 
served briefly as hegumen there, from 1477 to 1479,8 and founded 
the Volokolamsk Monastery in June, 1479, near his family’s ances-
tral lands under the protection of his territorial prince, Boris (d. 
1494).9 The text indicates that Iosif himself initiated his synodicon 
(commemoration book) in 1479, when he founded his monastery.10 
The abbey’s land records and the “Little Annal” trace the growth 
of the cloister and erection of two major masonry edifices in Iosif’s 
lifetime, the masonry Uspenskii Sobor (Cathedral of the Dormition) 
during 1484 to 1486, and the refectory in 1506.11 The monastery’s 
donation book adds the commencement of the octagonal Hodigi-
tria Church at the base of bell tower in 1511 to 1512,12 and allows 
a ca. 1490 dating of the initial Uspenskii Sobor burial enclosure.13 
Archeology then permits us to specify some of the dimensions and 
building materials of these structures.14

We learn from the document itself of Iosif’s serving as father 
confessor for and of his presence at the preparation of the will of 
Boris’s younger son, Ivan of Ruza, who in 1503 testated his appa-
nage (udel) not to his older brother, Fëdor of Volok, but to their 
uncle Ivan III (r. 1462-1505).15 Extant epistles and Prosvetitelʹ reveal 
Iosif’s crucial political-literary involvement in the suppression of 
the “Jewish reasoning Novgorod Heretics” in 1504 and 1505.16 The 
testament of the monastery as a corporate entity supplies 1507 as 
the date for the transfer from subordination to his local prince Fë-
dor over to Grand Prince Vasilii III (r. 1505-1533).17 Other extant 
epistles contain the quarrel over this transfer with Fëdor and with 
Iosif’s diocesan archbishop, Serapion of Novgorod (r. 1505-1509),18 
and they provide some intriguing information about the rival 
Vozmitskii Cloister in the town of Volokolamsk itself.19

Dating Iosif’s two major compositions is much more difficult, 
since they both appear as works in progress, composed over time 
in several recensions. The oldest recorded date—on the donation 
inscription of a codex containing complete brief versions of both his 
Rule and Prosvetitelʹ—is 1513/1514 (7022). But the earliest known 
death date of one of its major copyists (Nil Sorskii) is 1508, and then 
internal evidence and extant working manuscripts from the monas-
tery’s library send us back earlier in time.20 The Iosifov Monastery 
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2 – Thanks to the work of archeologists and forensic medicine experts in 
2001-2002, scholars are certain they have Iosif’s well preserved skull.

“Litt le Annal” has Iosif dying 9 September 1515 at the age of 75 or, 
more likely, 76,21 but physical weakening may have led to Daniil’s 
de facto succession as early as 1511 or 1512.22  

Allowing us some further glimpses into the founder’s life is 
the apparently later copying from what may have been Iosif’s per-
sonal archive by two of his more powerful trainees from the 1510s 
and 1520s, Nifont Kormilitsyn (hegumen of Iosifov, 1522-1544, ar-
chimandrite of Moscow’s Novospasskii, 1543-1554, and bishop of 
Sarai (Krutitsy, 1554-1561) and Feodosii (hegumen of Novgorod’s 
Khutynskii Monastery, 1531-1542, and Archbishop of Novgorod, 
1542-1551), as well as by the latt er’s disciple Evfi mii Turkov (hegu-
men of Iosifov Monastery, 1575-1587), and  Iosifov trainee, Vassian 
Koshka (hegumen of Vozmitskii. ca. 1554-1568).23 Iosif claimed that 
he quit as successor hegumen of Pafnutiev and left due to Grand 
Prince Ivan III’s court offi  cials’ appropriating the monastery’s de-
pendents.24 Several of his later lett ers to clerics and laymen indicate 
his readiness to lower a hellfi re-homiletic boom in defense of his 
establishment, as he insisted not only on the propriety of tonsuring 
someone else’s bondsman, but also on the cloister’s right to have 
runaway monks returned.25 Other sets of epistles show how he ar-
gued the church’s deadly case against dissidence and his own case 
against Serapion.26
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Autobiographical references in his “Response to the Censorious 
and Brief Account of the Holy Fathers of the Monasteries of Rus´” 
(Slovo 10 of his testamentary Rule), recount some of the influential 
elders whom he claims to have encountered in his early career—
Hegumen Savva (d. 1467, not the founder) of Tver’s Savvin Mon-
astery, his long-time anchorite brother Varsonofii, (Prince) Efrosin 
(Teprinskii) of Tver’s Savvateev Monastery, founder-hegumen Ma-
karii of Kaliazin (d. 1483), and Spiridon of Troitsa-Sergiev (hegu-
men, 1467-1474), besides, of course, Iosif’s own mentor, founder-
hegumen Pafnutii of Borovsk (1394-1477).27  And in this Rule Iosif 
likewise indicates that he settled at first at the site of his monastery 
with like-minded comrades.28 This is amplified by Iosif’s most fac-
tual vita, composed in 1546 by his last personal cell-servant and en-
tomber, Bishop Savva Chernyi of Krutitsa (r. 1544-1554).29 The most 
famous of Iosif’s original comrades was Kassian Bosoi (“Barefoot”), 
who lived into his early 90s, and whom Vasilii III venerated.30

Disciples and admirers recounted Iosif’s life in four separate 
guises—another sign of his impact. Slightly earlier than Savva’s Life 
of Iosif stands his nephew-writer Dosifei Torporkov’s comparative-
ly late “Funerary Oration” and related Volokolamsk Patericon (both 
maybe 1545-1546),31 and a bit later came an ‘anonymous,’ more lit-
erarily flourishing, anonymous “Life,” written by the 1550s, maybe 
by the South Slav Lev Filolog.32 There is no reason for us not to 
recast in real-life terms, and thereby more or less trust, the follow-
ing hagiographic data: the story of the great-grandfather Sania’s 
immigration from “Lithuania” (likely from today’s Belarus); Iosif’s 
early literacy-education at the local Volokolamsk Vozdvizhenskii 
monastery;33 his prodigious liturgical memory (“learned all the di-
vine writings by heart”); his informed and calculated selection, on 
the advice of Savva of Tver, to take the tonsure at Pafnutiev; the 13 
February 1460 date of that tonsure noted earlier from the “Little 
Annal;” Iosif’s laboring both in the bakery and as ustavshchik  (in 
charge of the liturgies); his personal care for his disabled and soon 
tonsured father; and his simultaneous rise to a leading position 
among Pafnutii’s monks to be a logical choice, on the basis of mani-
fest abilities, for the succession. 

Regarding Iosif’s devotional mentality, one might speculate on 
the exemplary effect on Iosif of the raising of Pafnutiev’s masonry 
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church “painted by the elder, Mitrofan, [and] Dionisii, the most 
skilled masters” in 1467/1468, according to the “Little Annal of Paf-
nutii,”34 since in 1486 Dionisii headed the team of iconographers 
that included Iosif’s nephews or junior cousins, Vassian and Dosifei 
Toporkov and painted the monastery’s masonry Uspenskii Sobor.35 
We can also note a Iosifov manuscript inscription of a heavily he-
sychastic codex as “Iosif’s old miscellany,” which also contains the 
pseudo-Hippolytus “Discourse on Revelation,”36 signaling both a 
desire to understand if not master stillness (hesychasm) and a typi-
cal concern about end times for a person of his era. He also owned, 
and partially or fully copied, two gospels, a psalter, liturgical works, 
and collections of the rhetorically and theologically useful sermons 
of Gregory Nazianzus, as well as the ascetic favorite, Ladder of John 
Climacus, which Iosif partially or fully copied as registered in the 
1591 Iosifov inventory.37 But when Savva tells us that as a youth 
Iosif acted after services totally as a devout monk would, in con-
stant prayer in his cell, one has to recognize in this depiction a ha-
giographic trope concerning a saint’s youth.38 For Iosif’s behavior, 
as well his writings, shows him eagerly founding and building up a 
cenobium, where the stillness stood as only one option, along with 
reading or handcrafts, for the monks’ individual cell time, while 
their participation in collective liturgies, meals, and whatever labor 
or service the superior assigns or approves was mandatory.39

Savva’s Life of Iosif makes the witting or unwitting mistake of 
conflating the non-lethal 1490 and lethal 1504 synods against the 
“Novgorod Heretics” under the presiding secular presence of the 
future Vasilii III (not his father, the reigning Ivan III),40 but Savva 
at least, correctly in my opinion, limits the recounting of Iosif’s 
public quarrels to those conflicts for which we have his credible 
paper trail: over the alleged “heretics” and their suppression and 
over his imbroglios with Prince Fëdor and Archbishop Serapion.41 
The anonymous “Life,” however, adduces two more interesting 
episodes, one that can be corroborated by other reliable sources, 
and one that cannot. Accordingly, Iosif blessed two disciples, Nil 
Polev and Dionisii Zvenigorodskii, to travel to Nil Sorskii’s hermit-
age to study stillness,42 which they actually did. Polev served as one 
of Sorskii’s literary executors,43 and both disciples contributed to 
Iosifov’s becoming, so far as we can ascertain, the single richest re-
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pository of Sorskii’s writings, more so than either his Sora hermit-
age or its patron abbey, Kirillo-Beloozerskii,44 while Sorskii himself 
participated in the copying of the earliest extant complete copy of 
Prosvetitel´.45

The second episode would have Iosif attending a Moscow syn-
od in 1503 that considered the propriety of monastic landholding.46 
Here the paper trail leads us not only to codices no earlier than the 
1550s and 1560s, but also to contradictory writings that conform 
completely to the issues that clearly raged at that time, better so, if 
not completely, than to those of 1503, as Donald Ostrowski and the 
late Andrei Pliguzov have demonstrated.47 Iosif’s own defense of 
monastic property (or one written as if by him, but surviving only 
in post-1518 versions) is connected to Prince Fëdor’s specific attacks 
on Iosif’s monastery, not to any threats of secularization by Ivan III 
or to any writing by Nil Sorskii or his followers.48 But very knowl-
edgeable and respected contemporary scholars differ completely on 
this matter, with some such as G.M. Prokhorov, R.G.  Skrynnikov, 
N.V. Sinitsyna, and A.I. Alekseev, adhering to the older paradigm 
that accepted the notion of a fundamental rift between Nil Sorskii 
and Iosif,49 rather than compatible outlooks with complementary 
differences in monastic pedagogy, as do this writer and some cur-
rent Russian churchmen.50 And for a commemorative volume, it is 
necessary to underscore the open nature of this issue and in fact 
concede that to date, the Ostrowski-Pliguzov position concerning 
the monastic lands issue has not caught on in Russia, though some 
specialists, like Elena Romanenko, occupy a middle ground. Ac-
cordingly, she allows that the issue of monastic land was raised at 
the synod in 1503, but that Nil only gave his “personal opinion,” 
while, as with the Nil-specialist Fairy von Lilienfeld’s later judg-
ment, there was no fundamental rift with Iosif.51

The all-important question of the nature of these “Novgorod 
Heretics,” as Iosif, and before him, Archbishop Gennadii of 
Novgorod (1486-1503), termed them—sometimes with “Jewish-
reasoning” attached52— is even more complex to disentangle. For 
here the issue of Iosif’s honesty, or maybe the degree of his exag-
geration and dishonesty, in depicting their views and actions, is at 
stake. By means of meticulous analysis of extant manuscripts in the 
1950s, the late Ia. S. Lur´e sketched a credible progression and esca-
lation of related accusations and name-calling, starting with Gen-
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nadii’s epistles, then several of Iosif’s, followed by his “Account of 
the Recent Heresy of the Novgorod Heretics” introducing the Brief 
Prosvetitelʹ, and finally his later Extended Prosvetitelʹ discourses—all 
of this indicating a lack of trustworthiness on his part and point-
ing to the utility for the accusers, rather than credibility regard-
ing the accused, of  the “Judaism” charges.53 Andrei Pliguzov chal-
lenged and tried to modify some of Lurʹe’s textual schemata, but 
not his characterization of these dissidents simply as “Novgorod” 
and also, due to location, “Moscow” heretics.54 And Anatolii Gri-
gorenko, profiting from, among others, Jana Howlett’s attempt to 
decipher the inconsistencies of Gennadii’s epistles55—our earliest 
sources for these dissidents—hypothesized that the real issue in 
Novgorod centered on objections to the liturgy and communion, 
while Metropolitan Zosima’s real offence was to downplay the effi-
cacy of services for the dead.56 Among current specialists honoring 
Iosif and his legacy, N.N. Lisovoi stated flatly:57

… the term zhidovstvo used by Iosif does not have in view 
either Judaism as a religion, or Jewishness as a ethno-reli-
gious or cultural community, nor the historians’ and arche-
ologists’ fabricated Judaeo-Christianity of the Early Church, 
but means a specific type of deviation.

On the other hand, simultaneously with Lurʹe and down to the 
present, Slavicist adepts in Hebrew, most notably, Moshe Taube, 
linked the translations from Hebrew into East Slavic in the latter 
15th and early 16th centuries to these dissidents. He has pointed out 
the similarities of the brief chain “Poem on the Soul,” recorded 
by the influential diplomat-d´iak and accused heresiarch, Fëdor 
Kuritsyn, under the name “Laodicean Epistle,” to analogous He-
brew compositions and thus has shown that it may represent such 
a translation or adaptation.58 And in successive publications A. I. 
Alekseev has challenged Lurʹe’s paradigm and argued that in every 
case the Prosvetitelʹ version is the source of what Lurʹe envisioned as 
its source in an epistle or separate slovo (discourse).59 Alekseev has 
likewise contended that in the light of the translations of medieval 
Roman Catholic anti-Jewish treatises which Archbishop Gennadii 
commissioned, the burden of proof over whether contemporary Ju-
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daism and Jews were in some way central to these dissidents lies 
with the detractors of the common sobriquet “Judaizers,” not with 
the proponents.60 And among current specialists honoring Iosif, 
A.V. Shcherbakov, without worrying how Judaic the alleged heresy 
was, but following Iosif in seeing it as the rejection of all Christian 
dogmas and hence a capital danger, argues:

The feat of the destroyers of the heresy of the “Judaizers,” 
Archbishop Gennadii and Saint Iosif Volotskii, registered 
by grace in the assembly of the saints, is immortal. We, liv-
ing in the 21st c., are indebted to these strugglers for their 
having smashed the plot of the “Judaizers” to conquer Holy 
Rusʹ from within by means of penetrating the sphere of the 
highest authority ….61

Perhaps all of these views about the dissidents contain ele-
ments of historical truth, insofar as some Slavic Judaica was avail-
able in Russia and stimulated a modicum of fresh thinking about 
philosophical, theological, calendrical, and governmental matters, 
and also revealed to certain discerning minds the intellectual limi-
tations of even the most well-read among the Russian clergy.  But 
at the same time, the accused heretics themselves left no traces of 
their having been genuine Judaizers in any meaningful sense of the 
term, that is, using the Old Testament to dispute central doctrines 
and practices of Eastern Orthodoxy. They rather would have been 
more open-minded and bold critics of the Orthodox leadership of 
the day, and so, in Gennadii’s and Iosif’s eyes, required suppres-
sion à tout prix. Whatever the case here, one fact stands out: Iosif 
was a masterful pedagogue-polemicist and defender of Orthodoxy 
as he understood it.62

When we attempt to characterize Iosif’s legacy to Russia and 
its Church, we are perforce at times speaking collectively of him 
and his closest comrades and collaborators, which is how he for 
the most part he presented himself. With Prosvetitelʹ he divides the 
world into the correctly believing and worshiping Orthodox, who 
achieve eternal salvation if they live properly, and everyone else, 
headed by “Satan’s army” of heretics, who aim to bring down the 
Orthodox faith,63 just as his army of demons strives to lead monks 
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and other practitioners of pious living astray:64 hence Thomas S. 
Seebohm’s characterization of Iosif’s theology as “monastic.”65 Not 
at all Manichaean, Iosif depicts the real world as a fine place to 
be fully enjoyed within the confines of piety,66 and he displays full 
optimism in the saving power of saints’ intercessions and of com-
memorative prayers for the dead.67 Implicitly, Russia, as the only 
remaining sovereign Orthodox realm, is the ideal country in which 
to dwell, but its rulers must remain steadfast in the faith and vigi-
lant against heresy, less the realm perish as other Orthodox realms 
have fallen.68 So the Orthodox should be ever watchful and employ 
every trick in the book to expose such dissidents.69 The church can-
ons may prescribe receiving the genuinely penitent back into the 
fold, but untrustworthy and deceitful heretics must be either ex-
ecuted or confined for life.70

For almost a century and a half specialists have been trying to 
figure out how to characterize Iosif’s legacy in the realm of mo-
narchical thinking, since his writings promoted non-obedience and 
even resistance to a brutal and blaspheming “tsar,” who is really 
a “tyrant” (muchitelʹ), yet at the same time not only assumed the 
divine establishment of rulers’ authority to punish or be clement,71 
but also repeated early Byzantine strictures vaunting the “tsar’s” 
authority as “like unto God.”72 Some modern scholars have found 
the differences between these two positions to be explainable chief-
ly as utterances occasioned by Iosif’s original opposition to Ivan 
III’s protection of some dissidents in contrast to the late-life need of 
Vasilii III’s backing against Fëdor and Serapion and for a continued 
hard line against dissidence.73 Other specialists have considered 
these positions to be essentially reconcilable,74 which is substantiat-
ed elsewhere in Iosif’s compositions75 and by the corpus of writings 
and compilations produced or commissioned by Dosifei Toporkov, 
Metropolitans Daniil and Makarii, and Archbishop Feodosii. Re-
garding crowned authority, these works contained homiletics 
prescribing Orthodox piety and the promotion and protection of 
it and also historical accounts idealizing harmony between prince 
and prelate,76 while not neglecting historic tyrants to be opposed.77 
Iosif for his part, while normally lauding pious and saintly church-
men, also called for and explicitly praised opposition to the alleged 
heretic Metropolitan Zosima.78 But later, if Savva’s Life is to be be-
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lieved, Iosif quite realistically urged Vasilii III’s brother Iurii (then 
suspected of disloyalty and contemplating flight), to submit com-
pletely to the sovereign and trust in his clemency.79 So the litmus 
test for everything in Iosif’s legacy was strict Orthodoxy, “accord-
ing to the Divine Writings,” as he so often stated.80 And it was thus 
no accident that in the seventeenth century, first Patriarch Nikon, 
then an Old Believer opponent of Nikon’s reforms, and finally a 
polemicist against the Old Belief, each of whom considered himself 
nothing but Orthodox, revered and borrowed freely from Iosif.81

Iosif’s reputation and legacy, however, certainly did not enjoy 
smooth sailing within the modernization process of his native land 
and church. More so than Nil Sorskii, Iosif was his generation’s most 
productive writing teacher, and his authority and influence were 
seemingly unmatched, so long as two generations of his disciples 
and their allies dominated the Russian Church into the 1560s. In the 
1550s his authority was mobilized authentically in the interest of 
both Church reform and suppression of dissidence,82 and inauthen-
tically, perhaps, though not at all betraying his values, in defense 
of ecclesiastical property.83 His authority in dogmatics, however, 
ceded somewhat, especially after the 1580s, to the persecuted, yet 
productive, immigrant, Italian-educated Maksim Grek (Michael 
Trivolis fl. in Russia, 1517-1556), whose overall erudition and lit-
erary sophistication foreshadowed the gradual westernization of 
Russian intellects in the seventeenth century, and whose over-
all manuscript copies of his works outnumbered Nil’s and Iosif’s 
combined.84  Iosif’s Rule, however, served as the most authoritative 
model in Muscovy, even for a female cloister, in the sixteenth cen-
tury,85 as well as for Patriarch Nikon in the seventeenth century.86 
But after Peter the Great’s (r. 1682-1725) secularization policies and 
the advent of Enlightenment thinking to Russia, the monastic re-
surgence initiated by Paisii Velichkovskii’s revival of hesychasm, 
which was as friendly to cenobiticism as Iosif and his disciples had 
been to Nil Sorskii’s hesychasm, the latter’s spiritual writings were 
placed on recommended reading lists, but Iosif’s were not.87

Iosif’s seeming demise as an authoritative monastic father was 
paralleled by much more respect for Nil or Maksim than for Iosif in 
nineteenth-century scholarship, as he was seen as too formal, ritu-
alistic, uncritical, authoritarian, and fanatic for the type of Ortho-
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doxy that many educated people of the day wished to promote.88 
This occurred in part due to the discovery and initial publication 
of the mid-sixteenth century depiction of enmity between Nil and 
Iosif.89 Nevertheless, in the model “Regulations” (Pravila) prepared 
by Church authorities as late as 1910, one can sense Iosif’s prac-
tical, Studite-inspired organizational principles.90 Most of Iosif’s 
key works, it should be noted, had been published, albeit uncriti-
cally, by the end of the 1860s. Later, two incomplete manuscript 
catalogues were published: one in 1882 by Hieromonk (Ieromonakh) 
Iosif of the 236 codices that were transferred to the Moscow Semi-
nary library in 1859, and then to the present Russian State Library 
in the 1930s; and another in 1891—that which P.M. Stroev in 1817 
made of 690 codices (there had been 1150 in 1573, 707 in 1778).91 A 
catalogue of the 435 Iosifov codices transferred to the Eparchial Li-
brary at Moscow’s Vysokopetrovskii Monastery in 1863, and then 
to the State Historical Museum in 1921, was issued only in 1991.92

Twentieth-century Russian scholarship in emigration certainly 
recognized Iosif’s pastoral talents, preaching of social peace, dedi-
cation to charity, and other services to society that accompanied 
his brutal intolerance of heresy. Kologrivov and Fedotov, for ex-
ample, characterized Iosif’s authoritative and stern caring as a type 
of late medieval Russian sanctity original to his mentor Pafnutii.93  
We know Pafnutii, however, mostly from the hagiographic portrait 
painted by Iosif’s brother Vassian (hegumen of Simonov, 1502-1505; 
archbishop of Rostov, 1505-1515), plus a few additional comments 
by Iosif himself and Dosifei Toporkov.94 Meanwhile, Iosif enjoyed 
an interesting fate at the hands of different Soviet scholars, one of 
whom presented him as a spokesman for Russia’s “Church Mili-
tant” of his time,95 and another of whom treated the entire monastic 
colonization movement as that of peasant-exploiting ecclesiastic 
“signiors” (feodaly).96 But the best of these scholars not only ac-
complished splendid codicological and textological work on Iosif’s 
manuscript convoys and a good deal of critical publication of his 
works and monastery’s records, but also produced fine history, 
highlighting his role and accomplishments.97

Thomas Seebohm took the analysis of our subject’s work to a 
new plane with his rather neglected in-depth study, issued in 1977, 
of the thought of Nil, Gennadii, and Iosif, following which it would 
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be difficult dismiss Iosif’s capabilities as a theologian, writing 
pedagogue, and disputer. Seebohm used the translated patristics, 
Western scholasticsm, and Hussitism as points of reference, and ex-
amined closely as well the translated “Arabic-Hebrew” works that 
circulated in Western Rusʹ around 1500 in order to create a very 
rich monograph. Swimming against the standard tide in religious 
scholarship, pointing, rather, to the role of the different positions 
and basic interests along with the similar foundations of all three 
Russians, and emphasizing Iosif’s profound sense of the complex 
and many-sided human-God relationship evident in Scripture, lit-
urgies, and monasticism, Seebohm flatly rejected any characterizing 
of Iosif’s spirituality as “external formalism.”98 In a curious fashion, 
the slightly earlier, simultaneous codicological and orthographic 
work of Boris Kloss and Gelian Prokhorov, proving that Nil had 
copied forty per cent of the earliest extant complete manuscript of 
Prosvetitel´ (brief redaction),99 proved to be a cogent counter, with 
Nil’s prestige as the clincher, to the modern dismissal of consid-
eration of Iosif as an Orthodox authority to be taken seriously on 
his own terms. The best example of this transformation of attitudes 
toward Iosif may be the call by the late Fairy von Lilienfeld, author 
of the first profoundly patristics-based study of Nil’s thought, for 
a thorough study of Iosif, whom she considered to have been Rus-
sia’s “first genuine theologian in the contemporary meaning of the 
word.”100

Meanwhile the Russia’s Orthodox revival, commencing in the 
late Soviet period, and continuing with gusto as these pages are be-
ing written, has led to a many-sided analysis of Iosif and his legacy, 
with archeological and other material-culture investigations and an 
even richer appreciation of the various sides of religious culture 
that the 1970s and 1980s witnessed in Russia. Examination of the 
soil and masonry structures indicates a forest or man-made fire at 
the site of Iosifov’s original, wooden Uspenskii Sobor and point to 
the 1422 Sergiev Monastery Troitsa Sobor as the model for the di-
mensions of Iosif’s masonry rebuild in 1484-1486.101 The design of 
Iosifov’s ultimately Italian-influenced octagonal church falls mid-
way between those of the Moscow kremlin’s Ivan Velikii (John Cli-
macus, not Ivan III) Bell Tower (1505-1508) and Suzdal’s (female) 
Pokrov Monastery Church of the Venerable Wood of the Venerable 
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3-4 – The 1581/2 Obikodhnik (Customary) of Iosifov igumen Evfi mii Turkov 
(r. 1575-1587) contains these simplifi ed sketches by him fi rst of the mon-
astery and with its cells and the Uspenskii Sobor (Dormition Cathedral) 
accompanying the feast of the Dormition (15 August), and then of the Tra-
peza with its Theophany (Bogoiavlenie) church (or maybe the octagonal 
bell tower) accompanying the feast for that holiday (6 January). 
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5 – Diagram of the imagined original Iosifov iconostasis.

Cross (1520s-1530s),102 while the decorative aspects evince simi-
larities with the early 1500s Moscow churches, the local Voloko-
lamsk Church of the Resurrection, and the Suzdal-Pokrov octag-
onal church.103 Earlier studies indicated the Iosifov refectory was 
similar in design and size to its contemporaries, such as that of An-
dronnikov Monastery in Moscow.104 And comparisons of shrouds 
point to a connection between the ateliers of the wives of both Boris 
(d. 1494) and his son Fëdor of Volokolamsk (d. 1515) to Iosifov’s 
iconography and book production.105 

As for the signifi cance of Iosif’s dedications of his major edifi c-
es, M.S. Serebriankova has proposed that the selection of uspenie Bo-
goroditsy (Dormition of the Theotokos) for the sobor and bogoiavlenie 
(Theophany) for the refectory church symbolized respectively the 
monk’s potential “ascent to heaven” and “spiritual transfi guration, 
divinization” on earth.106 In contrast, Hegumen-became-Archiman-
drite Sergii Voronkov claimed that Iosif’s honoring the Theotokos 
as the “receptacle of the godhead” in Prosvetitel´ is the key for why 
he chose to dedicate his monastery to her.107 Affi  rming the earlier 
scholarship of Viktoriia A. Meniailo, Archimandrite Sergii has ar-
gued from the monastery inventories that Iosif’s seven-meter high 
iconostasis placed a Rublev-type Old Testament Trinity icon to the 
viewer’s right of the church’s tsarskie vraty (‘royal doors’—between 
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the congregation and the sanctuary), where we normally see an 
icon of Christ; that this iconostasis contained Russia’s first-known 
waist-high icons; and that Iosif’s deesis tier included on the flanks, 
outside the normal seven icons,108 two great martyrs and two pillar 
saints. Accordingly, the latter were linked to Iosif’s recommending 
continuous praying,109 and the entire complex interpreted as repre-
senting hesychastic and eschatological divinization of the monk,110 
to which I would adduce that for Iosif, the monastic’s ascesis is his 
or her form of sacrificial witness or martyrdom for his faith, as Iosif 
adapts from Ephesians:

And likewise our Lord Jesus Christ, the eternal King, as 
he also gave, some to be apostles, others prophets, others evan-
gelizers, others pastors and teachers, martyrs and confessors, 
monks and ascetics to the perfection of the saints in the work of 
the creation of the body of Christ  … .111  

Is Iosif’s legacy part of this revival? I would think so. A 1994 
modern Russian translation of Prosvetitelʹ sold out a 30,000 print 
run,112 and conferences devoted to Iosif and the monastery held in 
2006 and 2009 have led to two massive volumes, somewhat devo-
tional-adulatory, but largely scholarly, exploring all sorts of issues, 
many of which have already been addressed and cited in the fore-
going paragraphs.113 In addition, we might note that one specialist 
interpreted Iosif’s Rule as evincing a compromise between the reg-
ulated, cenobitic “Studite typicon (ustav)” and likewise disciplined, 
but more individualistic “Jerusalim” or “Sabbaite” “typicon”.114 An-
other suggested a progression in the Iosifov Monastery-generated 
depictions of saintly types from Pafnutii’s eschatological concerns, 
to Iosif’s anti-heretical emphasis, to his successors’ concentration 
on ascesis.115 Still another researcher made a daring stab at breaking 
down Iosif’s use of symbols according to scriptural and patristic 
types.116 And since Iosif’s sources and his use of them have yet fully 
to be identified and sorted out, much work in that domain, as well 
as other aspects of analyzing Iosif’s work, remains to be done. This 
could be helped, as another scholar indicates, by the publication of 
two of the four unpublished Kazan Seminary “kandidat composi-
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tions” from 1858 to 1917 now housed in the Tatarstan National Ar-
chive.117 Among the most important recent research into Iosif’s the-
ology, however, stand the perceptive, penetrating, and thorough 
works of the Hungarian scholar Ágnes Kriza, which analyze his 
defense and doctrines of icon veneration within the context of not 
only his Byzantine iconophile sources, but also liturgical passages, 
hesychasm and Orthodox, as opposed to Catholic, teachings con-
cerning the nature of the Son.118  

But for me and maybe also some of our readers, perhaps the 
most intriguing is work done with Iosif’s physical remains, show-
ing him not as having the stylized long, thin nose and hands so 
typical of iconography of ascetics. Rather, he appears to have been 
muscular and about 116.4 cm. or 5ʹ4″ at death, and hence, likely a 
robust, solid 5ʹ6″ in his prime (a good size for the period), capable 
of the physical labor and lengthy, attentive chanting he demanded 
of others and himself.  So our versatile, charismatic, reforming, 
theologically-inclined, pedagogue-abbot and saint of the Russian 
Church maybe would have looked in his forties, if shaved and 
sheared (which he would not have been as an adult monk) and 
without his cowl (which he sometimes was), calm and energetically 
contemplating (which he probably often was), something like this  
(Illust. 6):119  
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